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Dear Guests,
On 17 and 18 June 2022, the host city of Nyiregyhaza will experience a
weekend devoted to one of the liveliest disciplines of the European movement: Indoor
Cycling. During the two-day event at the Continental Arena, six continental titles will be awarded
(five in Artistic Cycling and one in Cycle-Ball) in an atmosphere of celebration and friendship,
which has always characterised cycling and especially Indoor Cycling.
Hungary has a great tradition in this discipline but above all is a country experiencing a huge
popularity in cycling thanks to various factors, which show the commitment and promotion of
the sport over the years by the National Federation’s leaders. The development and coaching of
talented riders like Kata Blanka Vas, Attila Valter, Barnabas Peak, Erik Fetter and many other
athletes now recognised on a world level in their respective disciplines, are the best proof of the
great potential of this movement, which is still growing. The images of the huge crowds
at the Grande Partenza of the Giro d’Italia a few weeks ago were shown
worldwide and demonstrated this country’s great love for cycling. The 2022 Elite
European Indoor Cycling Championships are undoubtedly another step forward in the
development of Hungarian cycling and above all a specialised event which will be greatly
appreciated by the public.
I wish to thank the organisers Movement Health Recreation Sport Club, and its President
Törzsök Zsolt, the Hungarian Cycling Federation and its President Péter Princzinger and the
City of Nyiregyhaza, as well its Mayor - Dr. Ferenc Kovács, for the warm welcome that they will
give to all competitors. Wishing you all every success in these Championships!

Dear Sportfriends!

Enrico Della Casa
president
European Cycling Union

I am delighted to accept the position of patron of the UEC Indoor Cycling Elite European Championships, as I am proud to host another international
sport event.
The cycling sport in Hungary is growing steadily, and the fact that Hungarian riders are able to compete at ever higher levels and even achieve
results is undoubtedly a factor in this.
Not to mention the fact that Hungary has hosted international races in recent years with a strong international participation and world-class
teams.
While the Tour de Hongrie is also going from strength to strength, this year Budapest will also host the Giro d’Italia, arguably one of the most patriotic and watched cycling tours in the world.
The UEC Indoor Cycling Elite European Championships in Nyíregyháza will certainly bring one of the most spectacular disciplines of the sport to
the city, as the artistic cycling and cycle ball competitors perform with breath-taking skill and balance, making the competition a real treat for the
spectators.
The city of Nyíregyháza has already proven its willingness to welcome the sport’s pacemakers on several occasions, having hosted several international cycling competitions in recent years.
This is a guarantee that the city is well prepared to host the event, and that we can provide all the necessary conditions to organise such a big race,
to cater for the needs of the competitors and their helpers, or even the fans.
I wish all the athletes to leave with a good memories after an exciting race, and I wish our Hungarian talents to achieve their goals by taking full
advantage of the home field.
Dr. Tünde Szabó
State Secretary for Sport
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Dear competitors, coaches, sports loving friends!
When I think of cycling in general, the first word that comes to mind is; endurance! This is a characteristic
of many sports and many walks of life, but I think it is particularly true of cycling. Not just because, in road
races riders have to cover huge and demanding distances, but also because to reach the top, you
have to fight and persevere from a very young age, whatever the discipline. Inborn talent, hard
work and the support of coaches and parents, which the Hungarian Cycling Federation does its
best to provide, help to achieve this.
The world knows the names of our cyclists. The examples of Zsófia Hugyecz, Martin Schön,
Tamás Árendás and Vilmos Toma show that perseverance can make you one of the best in the sport.
It is no coincidence that they are regarded as serious contenders at international competitions, just
as it is no coincidence that our competitors are becoming more successful and more recognised
alongside our organisers. This is why the European Cycling Union has decided that the 2022 UEC
Indoor Cycling Elite European Championships will be hosted by Hungary, and Nyíregyháza in particular.
My heartfelt congratulations to both the riders and the organisers.
And if we talk about perseverance, we must also set an example. In recent years, through persistent
work, we have achieved our long cherished common dreams and put Hungarian cycling back on the
world map of the sport. We have three World Tour riders, numerous continental and pro-continental
contracts, and our cyclists are on the podium in all disciplines. As in the past, we will continue to create
all the conditions for our riders to achieve the results they want and to realise their dreams.
Dr. Péter Princzinger
President
Hungarian Cycling Federation
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Dear Competitors!
Dear Sports Fans!
Welcome to the UEC Indoor Cycling Elite European Championships in Nyíregyháza! Our county seat has always been a sporty
city, but thanks to the improvements in sports infrastructure in recent years, we can host more and more national and
international competitions. In the past year alone, we have hosted the Hungarian Aerobics Cup, the U16 girls’ volleyball
European Championship final, a running festival and, for example, a Super League competition in the new Athletics Centre. But
Nyíregyháza was also the venue for the final round of the European and Junior World Jet Ski Championships, the Hungarian
Grand Prix and Rally Hungary.
The European Rally Championship and the National Rally Championship attracted hundreds of competitors, as did the One
Belt One Road Nations’ Cup Hungary Junior Cycling World Cup in last August. It is therefore a great pleasure for us to host this
prestigious continental event this year. The venue, the environment, the facilities, the professionalism of the organisers and
the hospitality of the locals are unchanged, and a successful event is guaranteed this year.
I wish all the competitors good luck and good results in both artistic cycling and cycleball competitions!

Dr. Ferenc Kovács
Mayor of Nyíregyháza
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Nyíregyháza

Situated along the main transport routes, Nyíregyháza is a city
with the seventh largest population in Hungary with its 120,000
residents. In a circle with a radius of 100 kilometres, it borders
three countries: Ukraine (78 km), Romania (100 km), and Slovakia
(75 km).
Nyíregyháza is a young and dynamic city. Walking in the
historical city centre, one can see that the modern
architecture of the 21st century comfortably coexists with
impressive historical architectural heritage. The city’s main
square, surrounded by the city hall, the Roman Catholic church,
the prestigious Hotel Korona and the Savings Bank (Takarékpalota) is the site of several events and festivals. The appeal of
the city centre is increased by artworks for public display, parks,
resting places and cafés. The range of possibilities for education,
culture, recreation and entertainment is almost limitless with a
never-ending series of major events, festivals and mass sporting
events.
Embraced by a 320-hectare oak forest that provides a special
microclimate, Sóstógyógyfürdő (Sóstó Spa), which received its
name from its salt water lake, is to be found barely 6 kilometres
from the city centre. It is Hungary’s national health resort, which
awaits visitors of all ages with outstanding experiences on offer. All members of a family can have their an unparalleled adventures in Aquarius Spa, too. A particularly wide plethora of
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physiotherapy treatments are also offered besides
balneotherapeutic ones in the therapeutic section of the spa.
Nyíregyháza Zoo is in possession of an extraordinary collection
of animals, which are visited by nearly 500,000 guests every
year. The almost 5,000 species are showcased in non-separated
sections, each of them dedicated to one continent. The zoo is
situated in a 30-hectare oak forest.
More and more locals are becoming aware of healthy lifestyle
and environmental protection. All of them are served by the
dynamic expansion of a network of cycle paths. Besides the
city’s cycle path network of more than 70 kilometres, a direct and
uninterrupted bike path was built out between Nyíregyháza and
Tokaj. Bike lovers can enjoy several major bike events annually.
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CONTINENTAL ARENA
			

Kőhalmi Richárd
The building was opened in 1988 and for many years the
Bujtos Recreation Hall was the second largest sports hall
in Hungary. After the opening, the famous pianist Richard
Claydermann gave concerts in the building and
Géza Hofi, Republic and Judit Halász also performed
there several times. For many years, the Nyírség Car
Show and the largest exhibition in the region, the
East-West Expo, were held here, attracting tens of thousands
of visitors.
The modernised sports hall has also been enhanced with in
novative features. First of all, a Health Centre has been
created, whose services are available not only for
active athletes but also for the general public. The clinics
mainly offer sports-related ultrasound diagnostics, sports
medicine, musculoskeletal and cardiology specialties. In
addition, amultifunctioal rehabilitation unit for elite
sportsmen and
women has been set up, with
physiotherapy rooms, therapeutic massage, infusion
treatment, sports medicine, traumatology, physiotherapy,

sports
rehabilitation
and
bemer
therapy
units.
The
multifunctional
facility
is
also
an
excellent
venue for city and county cultural events, major events,
exhibitions and concerts. Since its opening, the Arena has
been the permanent home of the NBI Fatum-Nyíregyháza
women’s volleyball team’s cup, championship and
international matches - BL, CEV Cup - and from the
2021/2022 season onwards, the home matches of the Hübner
Nyíregyháza BS basketball team, which will again be in the
NBI/A.
The
end-of-year
events
of
the
multi-companies
operating in the city and the long-established City Ball will
also be held in the facility. Omega, Halott Pénz, Majka and
Curtis, for example, have given concerts here with great success.
The Arena also plays an important role in grassroots and
community sport. The arena is also the venue of the
nationally acclaimed “Move Nyíregyháza!” Hundreds of
people exercise twice a week to stay healthy. On Mondays
there is a spinal gymnastics session and on Wednesdays a fall
prevention gymnastics session. Several times a year, Réka
Rubint and Attila Katus also hold fitness classes here as
part of the programme. In 2018, two beach volleyball courts
were built in the Continental Arena, which have been
available to volleyball fans from spring to autumn since
its opening. In 2020, the BeStrong outdoor fitness park
was completed, offering free sports facilities for young and
old alike.
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Awards: 		
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Championship jerseys for the European Champions, medals for the 			
top three and prizes from Organiser.

Conditions: 		
Travel and subsistence expenses shall be borne by participating
			federations, also for Commissaires.

Nyíregyháza (Hungary)
17 – 18 June 2022

Organiser: 			
Movement Health Recreation Sport Club
				
(member of the Hungarian Cycling Federation)
				TÖRZSÖK Zsolt, president
				Fagyöngy street 1
				H-2040 Budaörs
				Ph. +36 306388173
				mozgasegeszsegrekreacio@gmail.com
Venue: 			CONTINENTAL Arena
				Géza utca 5.
				Nyíregyháza/ HUN
				https://continentalarena.nyiregyhazisc.hu/
17.06. – 18.06.2022

Open to:
		
According to UCI rules Artistic Cycling and
				Cycle Ball
				max. Starters per nation:
					- 2 Single Men
					- 2 Single Women
					- 2 Pair Open
					- 2 Pair Women
					- 1 ACT 4 Open
					- 1 Cycle Ball team
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			Marianne Kern
			
Mobile: +41 79 401 91 53
			E-mail: marianne.kern@hallenradsport.ch
Deadlines:

Announcement

Date: 				

Registration: Attached registration forms send by e-mail to:

Nations & Commissaires
registration 04.04.2022
Registration by name 23.05.2022
			Please send a copy of the registration to the Organiser.
Evaluation Sheets/Music:
			The evaluation sheets must be delivered together with the
			
registration by name until 23.05.2022 preferably as an XML file or as 			
			
pdf file, additional the competition music as MP3 file (if possible) to:
			marianne.kern@hallenradsport.ch
Attention: 		
			
			
			

Once the evaluation sheet has been submitted, points may not be 			
increased afterwards. The points submitted with the original
evaluation sheet may not be lowered more than 7,5% for the actual
performance at the competition;

Accommodations:
			Please see information by Organiser
			mozgasegeszsegrekreacio@gmail.com
Remarks:
			Please note that all official information during the European
			
Championships will be via e-mail to the delegation chiefs.
			
Therefore, it is necessary to fill the registration forms completely
			
(e-mail address and mobile number of the delegation chief).
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UEC Elite Indoor Cycling
European Championships
Nyíregyháza (Hungary)
17 June – 18 June 2022
TECHNICAL GUIDE
(v_0.1)
Organizer: 		
Movement Health Recreation Sport Club
			
(member of the Hungarian Cycling Federation)
			TÖRZSÖK Zsolt, president
			Fagyöngy street 1
			H-2040 Budaörs
			Ph. +36 306388173
			zsolt.torzsok@gmail.com
Venue: 		
CONTINENTAL Arena
			Géza utca 5
			Nyíregyháza/HUN
			https://continentalarena.nyiregyhazisc.hu/hirek/
Competition floor:

Wood (inlayed floor)

Training floor:

Wood (inlayed floor)

Cycle Balls: 		

Loskot Balls

Schedule: 		 Thursday, 16.06.2022
			08.30 Opening Permanence/Information 			Sports-/Trainingshall
			16.00 Meeting Delegation Chiefs 				tbc
			
17.00 Delivery licences and corrected 			
Judging Desk
			evaluation sheets
			Friday, 17.06.2022
			
12.00 Commissaires Meeting Artistic Cycling 		
			
12.30 Commissaires Meeting Cycle Ball 			

tbc
tbc

			18.30 Opening Ceremony
Training: 		
			

16.06.2022, 09.30 – 19.55 according schedule
17.06.2022, 08.30 – 12.50 according schedule

Additional training opportunities for the starters of the next event block will be 3 Minutes each.
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Events:
Friday, 		 17.06.2022 08.00		
Opening Continental Arena und Trainingshall
					14.00 		Cycle Ball/Single Women/Single Men/Pairs Women
					18.30 		Cycle Ball/Act 4/Pairs Open
Saturday, 		 18.06.2022 09.30 		
Cycle Ball/Single Women/Pairs Women
					14.00 		Cycle Ball/Single Women/Single Men
UEC Representative Katerina Jakubova
Technical Delegate 		

Marianne Kern

UEC Indoor Cycling Commission

PCP Cycle-ball 		

Norbert Mullis

SUI

Commissaires 		
Herbert Benzer
AUT
				Jörg Döhler 		GER
				Miroslav Kratochvil CZE
PCP Artistic Cycling: 		

Oliver Schwedt

U e c
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GER

Commissaires 		
Günter Altwegg
SUI
				Alfred Melbinger
AUT
				Jörg Osthoff 		GER
				Ralf Zellweger
SUI
Cycle Ball Mode
It applies to the fixed game mode for Cycle Ball by the UEC - Indoor Cycling Commission. This means:
6 registered teams: it will be played in a single round. Order of play based on the results of the Elite
European Championships 2018. If teams are equal on points: decision according UCI rules.
Two semifinals: rank 1 against rank 4 and rank 2 against rank 3. In case of a draw – decision by
penalty kick. The losers play the final for rank three and the winners play the final for European
Champion. In case of a draw – decision according UCI rules.
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Friday, 17.06.2022, 14:00
Artistic Cycling Single Women
1.
Geldof Manon 		
BEL 		
2.
Szépeova Natália 		
SVK 		
3.
Zibrita Natália 		
SVK 		
4.
Vosičková Kateřina 		
CZE 		

61.40
62.00
94.20
94.70

5.
6.

Cycle Ball 			
Cycle Ball 			

AUT
SUI

HUN 		
FRA 		

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Artistic Cycling Single Men
Delporte Jelle 			
Hecktor Daniel Andres
Jančík Radek 			
Schnetzer Marcel 		
Varga Csaba 			

BEL 		
ESP 		
CZE 		
AUT 		
HUN 		

96.70
111.40
139.00
161.30
177.80

12.
13.

Cycle Ball 			
Cycle Ball 			

GER
AUT

-

CZE 		
FRA 		

….: …..
…. : …..

14.
15.
16.
17.

Artistic Cycling Pairs Women
Kulich Eszter / Rakocza Dóra 		
Balogh Vivien / Sugta Julianna 		
Dubuquoy Céline / Lebeau Morgane
Bäggli Sina / Hämmerli Julia 		

SVK 		
HUN 		
FRA 		
SUI 		

84.10
87.40
101.20
124.00

18.

Cycle Ball 			

-

…. : ….
…. : ….

GER

-

HUN 		

…. : ….

SUI
FRA

-

CZE 		
HUN 		

…. : ….
…. : ….

SUI 		

236.90

GER 		

240.60

Friday, 17.06.2022, 18:30
19.
Opening Ceremony
20.
21.
22.

Cycle Ball 			
Cycle Ball 			

ACT 4 Open
Haas Stefanie / Unternährer Valerie /
Niedermann Selina / Manser Sarah
Karatas Tijem / Rosenbach Annika /
Rosenbach Stella / Schwarz Milena

Important note:
All games will be played with two Commissaires on the field, the same as in UCI Cycle Ball Worldcup.

23.

Teams Cycle Ball

24.

Winner Ceremony ACT 4 Open

AUT 		
CZE 		
FRA 		
GER 		
HUN 		
SUI 		

25.
26.

Cycle Ball 			
Cycle Ball 			

-

CZE		
GER		

…. : ….
…. : ….

27.
28.
29.
30.

Artistic Cycling Pairs Open
Delporte Jelle / Patty Lien 			
Kühne Katharina / Schnetzer Marcel
Rödiger Nico / Styber Lea-Victoria 		
Hanselmann Max /Schefold Serafin

BEL 		
AUT 		
GER 		
GER 		

42.90
158.60
162.80
176.80
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Patrick Schnetzer / Stefan Feurstein
Jan Havlíček / Robert Zvolánek
Mathias Seyfried / Quentin Seyfried
Bernd Mlady / Robert Mlady
Vilmos Toma / Tamás Arendás
Severin Waibel / Benjamin Waibel

AUT
SUI

U e c

31.

Winner Ceremony Pairs Open

32.

Cycle Ball 					

O f f i c i a l

CZE

-

FRA		

…. : ….

-

HUN 		

…. : ….

Saturday, 18.06.202022, 09:30
33.

Cycle Ball				

SUI

34.
35.
36.
37.

Artistic Cycling Single Women
Sárközi Anna Lilla 				
Vosičková Michaela 				
Leclerc Alexane 				
Hugyecz Zsófia 				

HUN 		
CZE 		
FRA 		
HUN 		

70.50
105.10
114.20
115.50

38.
39.

Cycle Ball 					
Cycle Ball 					

AUT
CZE

GER 		
HUN 		

40.
41.
42.
43.

Artistic Cycling Single Women
Bovendaerde Tatika 				
BEL 		
117.70
Moser Elisabeth 				
AUT 		
132.10
Andrich Michelle 				
AUT 		
134.30
Stäheli Julia 					SUI 		140.60

44.
45.

Cycle Ball 					
Cycle Ball 					

GER
AUT

46.
47.
48.
49.

Artistic Cycling Pairs Women
Zuberbühler Nadine / Graf Jeannine
Kopf Rosa / Bachmann Svenja 		
Kirst Henny / Bärk Antonia 			
Wöhrle Sophie-Marie / Wurth Caroline

SUI 		
AUT 		
GER 		
GER 		

50.

Winner Ceremony Pairs Women

-

-

FRA 		
SUI		

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Artistic Cycling Single Women
Rieb Alice 					FRA 		150.30
Ledergerber Romina 			
SUI 		
162.50
Müller Magdalena 				
ITA 		
165.80
Pfann Jana 					GER 		196.50
Dandl Ramona 				
GER 		
196.80

58.

Winner Ceremony Single Women

59.

Cycle Ball - Rank 3 				

16

Rank 1 - Rank 4 		
Rank 2 - Rank 3		

P a r t n e r s

60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Artistic Cycling Single Men
Schön Martin 			
Arellano Emilio 			
Jüngling Marcel 			
Kohl Lukas 				
Winner Ceremony Single Men

65.

Cycle Ball - Final 		

66.

Winner Ceremony Cycle Ball

HUN 		
ESP 		
GER 		
GER 		

185.50
200.10
204.50
212.70

Winner Game 51 – Winner Game 52

…. : ….

Training Schedule:

…. : ….
…. : ….

Thursday,
16.06.2022
09.30 – 10.00
10.00 – 10.40
10.40 – 11.10
11.10 – 12.15
12.15 – 12.55
12.55 – 13.35
13.35 – 14.05
14.05 – 14.45
14.45 – 15.30
15.30 – 16.20
16.20 – 16.50
16.50 – 17.55
17.55 – 18.35
18.35 – 19.25
19.25 – 19.55

…. : ….
…. : ….

Saturday, 18.06.2022, 14:00
Cycle Ball - 1. Semifinal 			
Cycle Ball - 2. Semifinal 			

O f f i c i a l

Closing Ceremony

125.60
133.60
155.30
157.80

51.
52.
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…. : ….
…. : ….

Looser Game 51 – Looser Game 52

…. : ….

Friday,
17.06.2022
08.30 – 09.05
09.05 – 09.20
09.20 – 09.45
09.45 – 10.40
10.40 – 11.15
11.15 – 11.50
11.50 – 12.15
12.15 – 12.30
12.30 – 12.50

Competition Court
HUN
SVK
CZE
GER
AUT
SUI
FRA
ESP/ITA
BEL
HUN
CZE
GER
AUT
SUI
FRA
Competition Court
HUN
SVK
CZE
GER
AUT
SUI
FRA
ESP/ITA
BEL

Thursday,
16.06.2022
09.30 – 10.00
10.00 – 10.40
10.40 – 11.10
11.10 – 12.15
12.15 – 12.55
12.55 – 13.35
13.35 – 14.05
14.05 – 14.45
14.45 – 15.30
15.30 – 16.20
16.20 – 16.50
16.50 – 17.55
17.55 – 18.35
18.35 – 19.25
19.25 – 19.55
Friday,
16.06.2022
08.30 – 09.05
09.05 – 09.20
09.20 – 09.45
09.45 – 10.40
10.40 – 11.15
11.15 – 11.50
11.50 – 12.15
12.15 – 12.30
12.30 – 12.50

Training Court
HUN
SVK
CZE
GER
AUT
SUI
FRA
ESP/ITA
BEL
HUN
CZE
GER
AUT
SUI
FRA
Training Court
HUN
SVK
CZE
GER
AUT
SUI
FRA
ESP/ITA
BEL
17
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CYCLE-BALL
Cycle-ball is a sport similar to association football played on bicycles. The two people
on each team ride a fixed gear bicycle with no brakes or freewheel. The ball is
controlled by the bike and the head, except when defending the goal.
The field used is rectangular in shape, about half the size of a basketball court. There
entire field is surrounded by a small barrier that prevents the ball from going out-of
bounds. There is a goal post on both ends, which are of the same size as indoor
football goal posts.
A match is played in two 20-minute periods. The player’s foot must not touch the
ground, failing which results in a penalty. The objective of the sport is to score as
many goals as possible. The team that scores the most goals wins the match.
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ARTISTIC CYCLING
Artistic cycling is a form of competitive indoor cycling in which athletes perform tricks
(called exercises) for points on specialized, fixed-gear bikes in a format similar to
ballet or gymnastics. The exercises are performed in front of judges in five-minute
rounds by singles, pairs, four- or six-person teams.
The riding area for artistic cycling is a wooden court, which also serves cycle ball
competitions, that ranges in dimensions from 9 x 12 meters to 11 x 14 meters, where
the maximum size is mandated for international competitions.
Three concentric circles are taped or painted at the center of the court with diameters
(measured to the outside edge of the line) of 0.5, 4, &amp; 8 meters. Four half-meter
hashes extend radially from the four quadrants of the middle circle.
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ORGANISATION

ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Movement Health ans Recreation Sports Club (MERSE)
president – TÖRZSÖK Zsolt

Törzsök Zsolt

Ruttner Viktor

Solymosi János

COMMISSAIRE’S PANEL FOR ARTISTIC CYCLING
Schwedt Oliver (GER) - UCI commissaire (PCP)
Altwegg Günter (SUI) - UCI commissaire
Melbinger Alfred (AUT) - UCI commissaire
Osthoff Jörg (GER) - UCI commissaire
Zellweger Ralf (SUI) - UCI commissaire

COMMISSAIRE’S PANEL FOR ARTISTIC CYCLING

Direction of the event
event director – SOLYMOSI János
technical director & security manager – FEJÉRVÁRI Csaba
international relations & accomodations– KÁRPÁTI Sziszka
COVID doctor& coordinator – Dr. RÓZSA Szilveszter
media coordination - MIHÁLY Norbert
awards ceremony – BORSA Miklós and KRAUSZ Dániel
photo – VÍGH Attila
3D maps – SIMON Péter
radio technique – VÁGÓ János and JUHÁSZ József
building – BRAVICS Attila and KARSKÓ István
Continental Arena
general manager - KŐHALMI Richárd
operation director – HAJNAL Gusztáv
marketing manager – Mrs.KOKAS BLAZSÁN Mónika
European Cycling Union (UEC)
general secretary of UEC - MAC LENNAN Alasdair
president of UEC Indoor Cycling Commission - KERN Marianne
event coordinator of UEC– LARDIERI Tiziana
Hungarian Cycling Federation (MKSZ)
general secretary of MKSZ – VÍZER Barnabás
communication manager - PINTÉR Ádám
press manager - KÁDÁR Kristóf
international relations – TAM Csilla
photo – VANIK Zoltán
filming – VÁRNAGY László jr.

Mullis Norbert (SUI) - UCI commissaire (PCP)
Benzer Herbert (AUT) - UCI commissaire
Döhler Jörg (GER) - UCI commissaire
Kratochvil Miroslav (CZE) - UCI commissaire
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Special thanks for them ember of the National Team Hungary
ÁRENDÁS Tamás - cycleball
BALOGH Vivien – artistic cycling
HUGYECZ Zsófia – artistic cycling
SCHÖN Martin – artistic cycling
SUGTA Julianna – artistic cycling
TOMA Vilmos - cycleball
VARGA Csaba – artistic cycling
21
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UEC PARTNERS

SZAKÁLY Kinga and BUZER Nikolett

2008

European Championships Bronze medal

3

Pair

DÉVÉNYI Bálint and PARÓCZI Lénárd

2009

European Championships Bronze medal

3

Pair

VARGA Csaba

2012

European Championships

6th place

6

Single men

SCHÖN Martin

2013

World Championships

5th place

5

Single men

VARGA Marcell and KALICZKA Bence

2014

European Championships Bronze medal

3

Pair (junior)

BALOGH Boglárka, BECSÁK Alexandra,
GOLDSCHMIDT Réka and Sugta Julianna

2014

European Championships

4th place

4

ACT4 (junior)

SCHÖN Martin

2015

World Championships

5th place

5

Single men

BALOGH Boglárka, BECSÁK Alexandra,
GOLDSCHMIDT Réka and Sugta Julianna

2015

European Championships

4th place

4

ACT4 (junior)

BALOGH Boglárka, BECSÁK Alexandra,
GOLDSCHMIDT Réka and Sugta Julianna

2015

World Championships

4th place

4

ACT4

HUGYECZ Zsófia

2016

European Championships

8th place

8

Single women
(junior)

BALOGH Boglárka, BECSÁK Alexandra,
SZAKÁLY Kinga and Sugta Julianna

2016

European Championships

5th place

5

ACT4 (junior)

PETHŐ Mihály and KRAVECZ Nóra

2016

European Championships Bronze medal

3

Open pair
(junior)

SCHÖN Martin

2017

World Championships

8th place

8

Single men

SCHÖN Martin

2018

World Cup (gen. class.)

Silver medal

2

Single men

SCHÖN Martin

2018

World Cup

Bronze medal

3

Single men

SCHÖN Martin

2018

World Championships

5th place

5

Single men

SCHÖN Martin

2019

World Championships

4th place

4

Single men

VARGA Csaba

2019

World Cup (gen. class.)

5th place

5

Single men

HUGYECZ Zsófia

2019

World Cup (gen. class.)

5th place

5

Single women

SCHÖN Martin

2021

World Championships

7th place

7

Single men

VARGA Csaba

2021

World Championships

6th place

6

Single men

TOMA Vilmos and ÁRENDÁS Tamás

2021

World Championships

8th place

8

Cycleball

BALOGH Vivien and SUGTA Julianna

2021

World Championships

8th place

8

Pair

MÁROSI Áron and GYÖRE Gergő

2022

European Championships Bronze medal

3

Pair (junior)

SÁRKÖZI Anna Lilla and PŐHR Anita

2022

European Championships

4

Pair (junior)

22

U e c

4th place

EVENT PARTNERS

Nyíregyháza

23
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